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Connections is the monthly newsletter of Scale Models
Wellington IPMS Incorporated. Scale Models Wellington
is a society for model-makers of all types from the Greater
Wellington area and elsewhere in the country.
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We welcome new members - drop us a line using the email
address opposite, or come along to a meeting if you’re interested.
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You can reach the committee easily via email - individual
email addresses are listed above, and you can contact the whole
committee using:
• contact@scalemodelswellington.org.nz

We meet on the last Wednesday of every month except December,
at the Johnsonville Community Centre Trust Room, upstairs on
Moorefield Road, Johnsonville. Meetings start at 7.30pm and
finish around 9.30pm.

Find us online
• scalemodelswellington.org.nz
• facebook.com/groups/scalemodelswellington

Contributions

We welcome article submissions, tips, and small ads - please
email your text and accompanying images to the editor at:
• editor@scalemodelswellington.org.nz

Club DAtes
Events calendar

The submission deadline for each month’s issue is the second 31 July - Speed Build
Tuesday of the same month.
28 August - BSK Judging & Prizegiving, Special General
Images should be high quality, high resolution JPEGs. You don’t
Meeting
need to spend time formatting your text, but you must credit your
sources for text, data and images.
25 September - IPMS Nationals Report
Please make sure you have permission to use any images which
you do not own.
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30 October - Quiz Night
27 November - Club Champs Prizegiving & Secret Evil Santa

From The Editor
Another great meeting in June, with a good turnout, some good
buying/selling/swapping, and a lucky winner walking away with
a shiny new Border Models 1/35 PZ IV!

June Show and Tell

BSK models are well underway, and some early stage entries
were on display at the meeting. I can hear almost 600 bits of
Panther track link calling me from my workbench...

2019 Membership form

Aaron

1/48 Lippisch P13 Build Review
Editor

Front cover: Tony Ancell’s Games Workshop ‘Kill Team’ ruins,
with some space marines for colour!

Back cover: Sprue from Wingnut Wings’ forthcoming 1/32
Lancaster
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Club NEws
July Club Night
It’s Speed Build Night!! - bring some basic tools - cutters, knife,
glue, tweezers. Get into a team & you will get a kit to build on
the night - its a nice quality kit this time so should be lots of
fun!! Show’n’Tell theme is “America Made Great...” - notice
my play on words close to the , bring along anything American
you have made and tell us all about it.
Club Night Raffle is on again - you get tickets for turning
up, work in progress kits and completed kits on the table - so
bring stuff along to be in to win a really, really good brand new
Tamiya kit !!
Reminder that Subscriptions are due & that if you want to
enter the BSK competition on our August club night, you need
to have your Subs paid in advance.

August Club night Preview
August club night is a busy night, along with the BSK judging
& presentation we are having a quick Special General Meeting
to discuss the Modelling Symposium which we could run next
year instead of an Expo, to go through the expected costs and
to get a mandate from the membership for the budget required.
This is not expected to be a long discussion, just ensuring that
we are all clear about the costs & that everyone has a chance
to discuss it and allow the committee to proceed to organise
things.

A good selection of stuff up for sale or swap at the June meeting

Notice of Special General Meeting - Wednesday
28th of August (2nd notice).

As noted in last month’s and May’s newsletters, there has
been considerable discussion about running a modelling
Please get your membership paid and your details updated with symposium (an event where we pay top class local and international modellers to come and present their skills to us)
the Treasurer.
instead of another Scale Models Expo where we run a public
competition & show and have vendors trading kits. The
Expo does earn us money but in this case it will be a large expense, hence the committee wants to ensure that everyone has
had their say, and that we have mandate from the membership
to pursue either another SME or the symposium idea.

Subscriptions are due!

The Club Secretary will present a very simple symposium
business plan with some basic maths on the costs so that we
can compare that to running an Expo, so that there is robust
discussion around this. It is expected that this discussion
should take no longer than 30 minutes, and will be structured
as a 5 minute presentation & 25 minutes for discussion so that
we can chew over all the angles.
Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the rules of Scale Models Wellington
IPMS Incorporated. The editor reserves the right not to publish material which may bring Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated into disrepute, and may
edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous, abusive or offensive material will not be published. Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the source
and author are acknowledged.
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Airfix 1/48 Spitfire FR.XIVe In-Box Review
Mike Regan

The (aircraft) modelling world has long awaited an accurate
injection-moulded 1/48 scale Spitfire Mk.XIV. Until now
modellers have had to live with the Academy Spitfire Mk.XIV
kits, which have serious and unfixable shape errors.
Airfix have released models of Griffon-engined Spitfires before
in the shape of the Spitfire Mk.XII and PR.XIX and Spitfire
F.22/24 but this new kit is the first 1/48 Spitfire Mk,XIV to be
released by Airfix.
The kit depicts a Spitfire FR.XIVe with two sets of markings,
one camouflaged and one “silver”.

The bad news
Well, not a lot is bad – but the issue of Airfix’s mediocre quality
control has dogged this kit, with many modellers complaining
of misshapen, short-shot parts. Perhaps the most egregious
example I’ve seen was that posted by Brett Green on Hypescale
recently, with both cockpit sidewalls totally unusable and the
mass balance on that kit’s short-chord rudder all but missing.
This is something that entirely within Airfix’s power to redress;
left unresolved, it will cost them business over time. I have to say

that I’ve been lucky and my copy does not suffer from this issue
– I’ve checked very carefully!
Another issue is the visual distortion of the two canopies
supplied. Both canopies suffer from this, much like the big 1/24
bubbletop Typhoon did when it was first released a few years ago.
The remedy may well be found in Falcon Clearvax set 51, the
1/48 Spitfire Special.

The good news
There’s a lot going on in this box; although marketed as a Spitfire
FR.XVIe, one can build a Spitfire FR.18 with the contents of
the box; the long-chord rudder of the FR.18 is included in the
kit, which along with the flashed-over holes in the one-piece
lower wing show that Airfix have plans for this kit.
A real improvement over the recent Spitfires Mk.1 and Mk.Vb
kits is the inclusion of one-piece undercarriage struts which now
each have a tang that locates firmly into a location point moulded
at the base of the wing root on each fuselage half – much better.
What’s in the box
Opening the now familiar Airfix red box with Alan Tooby’s
excellent box-top artwork, one finds four sprues in the now
familiar soft blue-grey plastic of Indian-made Airfix kits and one
small clear sprue.
Parts breakdown and assembly is standard for an Airfix Spitfire
kit. The wings are a three-piece affair with a one-piece lower
wing and separate left and right upper wings. This is the late
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war “e” or “universal” wing, which was a “c” wing modified to
accommodate a single 20mm cannon and .50 cal machine gun
in each wing, with the cannon outboard of the .50 cal. Although
the access panels remained, the outer .30 cal guns were removed
altogether. As moulded, the wings are full span and to depict the
two aircraft in the kit markings, the tips will have to be removed
and replaced with the clipped wing tips provided on the clear
sprue.
The fuselage is that of the low-back bubbletop configuration,
with a camera port on each side. No doubt Airfix will in time
release the more common wartime high-back Spitfire Mk.XIV.
A well detailed cockpit is supplied and the construction of same
will appear familiar to anyone who has built Airfix’s recent 1/48
Spitfire kits. A pilot figure is also supplied for those who like
them. A camera and camera mount are supplied to go behind
those camera ports. Right up front, the distinctive rocker arm
covers of the Spitfire Griffon nose are supplied as separate parts
and a choice of either fishtail or cylindrical exhaust stacks is on
offer. The five-blade propeller is moulded in one piece and is
then trapped into a two-piece spinner. It’s also nice to see that
the Dzus fasteners on the cowling are much more subdued than
those on the Spitfire Mk.I and Vb kits.
The undercarriage can be positioned either up or down and both
options are fully catered for in the kit. A selection of weighted
wheels with radial, diamond pattern or block tread tyres are
also provided. Also, there are three and four-spoke hub inserts
provided.
The clear sprue contains those wing tips, wind shield, two
canopies (one each for open or closed) gunsight, landing light,
camera barrel and camera ports.

from 414 Sqn RCAF based in Germany at war’s end and an
overall silver Spitfire of No.II (AC) Sqn RAF Germany in the
early 1950s. The decals are excellent with good colouring and
register, and include stencils and decals for the main instrument
panel. The decals are of course printed by Cartograf in Italy and
no, Airfix haven’t messed up the wartime roundels – they should
all be yellow outlined. This was introduced late in the war to
2TAF aircraft to help alleviate “friendly fire” incidents (nope
– it didn’t work) and they can also be seen on Tempests and
Typhoons.
Overall this kit is an excellent offering, with good overall shapes
that puts that older, awful Academy kit finally out to pasture. No
doubt we will be seeing more variations of this kit in the future

from Airfix.
There’s already a heapin’ helpin’ of aftermarket out there for those
who like to go postal on the detail and Hannants Xtradecal range
has two 1/48 sheets covering both Spitfires Mk.XIV and FR.18
with an exotic selection of RAF markings.
Kit courtesy of my own wallet!
Mike Regan

The decals have options for two Spitfires: a camouflaged example
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June Club Night Show and Tell

Images: Editor

Engine of Steve Holgate’s 1/8 Corvette looking good (last month’s cover kit!)

Editor’s Tamiya 1/35 Super Pershing

Editor’s 1/35 Hobbyboss CV9040

In keeping with the D-Day theme, Rick Lowe showed off a fantastic collection of Hobart’s ‘funnies’ in 1/72
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Dave Johnson’s Meng Panther D

Karl Williams’ Meng Panther D

Editor’s Tamiya Super Pershing with some colour on

Karl Williams’ Meng Panther A

Dave Johnson’s Meng Panther A
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Another view of Steve Holgate’s Revell Corvette in 1/8

Another Corvette from Steve H, this time MPC/Revell in 1/25

Ray Thorpe’s 1/35 Alan Waffentrager 88mm
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Dave Johnson’s Tamiya M10 made an appearance

Geoff Warrens’s BSK Phantom in progress

Dave Johnson’s 1/24 Airfix Typhoon

Ray Thorpe’s Academy 1/72 Spitfire (and Typhoon in the backgound)

Ray also showed this Meng ‘Eggship’ Enterprise

1/35 Iraq diorama from Martin van Ginkel, making use of Meng’s M3A3 and a ZPU AA gun
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1/72 (?) M10 by Tish Glasson (manufacturer unknown!)
Richard Alexander brought along some exciting
WNW releases - this one is the 1/32 Gotha G.1

These are both supposed to be olive drab... I
think I need to go back to the drawing board!

Sprue from the upcoming 1/32
Wingnut Wings Lancaster

WNW 1/32 Lancaster fuselage - unfiortunately this pic
doesn’t clearly show the subtle ‘oil can’ effect of the skin
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Revell 1/48 Lippisch P13A Build Review
Ian Tingey

KIT: 1/48 Lippisch P-13 a.
MANUFACTURER: Revell Catalogue number 04500-0389
1995 boxing.
REFERENCES:
Luftwaffe Secret Projects 1939-45 –Fighters. (W.Schick & I
.Meyer).
Modelling Luftwaffe Jets and Wonder Weapons. (Osprey
publications-Brett Green).

and use up some old paint stock as I thoroughly enjoyed this kit
originally, plus I needed some displacement activity away from
other more serious complex projects!
A Bit of History…
The origins of this proposed design rested with one Dr
Alexander Lippisch, an eminent German Aero designer and
man of science, even before the outbreak of WWII. He was
very interested in delta wing research, technology, and alternative

MAJOR MATERIALS USED:
Model Master enamel paints: RLM 66,78,80.
Tamiya enamel paints: Dark Yellow, Neutral Grey, Matt
Aluminium, Clear Varnish, Flat Base finishing products,
adhesives and polishing wax.
Background…
I first built this kit in 1997 and like many late WWII Luftwaffe
aircraft, mine met a similar fate of destroyed beyond repair
on the ground albeit not at the hands of a marauding P-47
Thunderbolt but while moving house. I acquired a replacement
kit at a bargain price from a Whanganui retail closing down sale
and I was inspired to replace and update my good ole “Yellow
12” – pictured below.
I wanted to try some new modelling techniques and products,
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The model, including the landing dolly, will benefit from
simple improvements to enhance the overall level of detail and
appearance. I went for a more conservative late-War Luftwaffe
look, adhering to the RLM doctrine for the colours, markings,
spares and improvements. I looked to the Me 163 Komet for
inspiration and relied on the contents and depth of my spares
boxes, and decal banks.
Construction & Modifications
Lippisch P13a Mockup in Virginia Beach, USA

propulsion systems. Eventually this skill set endeared him to the
German Air Ministry, research establishments, and subsequent
Luftwaffe institutions where he eventually collaborated on the
Me 163 project and several Henschel aircraft company design
configurations.
The designation of Lippish design 13a was just one of several
designs put forward by war’s end which never came to fruition
but remained on the drawing boards. Some may have even gotten
to small scale wooden mock ups for proposed wind tunnel tests.
Many of these proposed advanced designs were scooped up at
the end of the war by specialist allied intelligence technology
gathering teams, especially under the auspices of Operation
“Paper Clip” which aimed to capture this sort of advanced aero
engineering. Many such designs helped advance Allied post
WWII jet aircraft and were incorporated into projects on both
sides of the Iron Curtain.
The aircraft was meant to be a single seat ram jet rocket powered
interceptor, armed with two heavy calibre wing mounted
cannons, designed to glide through the Allied daylight bomber
streams to land on terra firma on a single retractable landing
skid. This was probably constructed of mainly non-strategic
components such as resin infused plywood and minimal tubular
steel or aluminium.
In the Box...
Rattling around unprotected in one of Revells usual open ended
boxes are:
• 20 parts in Revell’s soft blue grey plastic on two sprues. A
separate, very clear injection moulded canopy is also supplied,
• A sheet of Cartograf decals are enclosed which are very thin,
with good colour density and register, depicting two fictional
operational aircraft and stencils for both the airframe and
landing dolly.
• An A3 size three page fold out pictographic instruction sheet
with no technical or historical data.
The kit detail is fairly plain but adaquate and it fits together well
with very little flash or sink marks. Construction is as simple as
the aircrafts’ design - you basically have a triangular horizontally
split two-part lower fuselage, and a two part top deck enclosing
the canopy floor.

I started the kit off by building the landing dolly. I added some
etched brass reinforcing plates to the frame and some resin nut
and bolt detail. This included a towing cross bar and steering
lug and safety chain mechanism. The wheel hubs got some extra
detail, as I mentioned in my 1997 review, otherwise you get
“doughnut wheels”. I also added some safety towing lights at
the rear of the dolly and some rubber bump stops to the resting
pylons. The dolly was painted in good old standard German dark
yellow over some neutral grey primer and then well chipped and
weathered to give it a well-loved look.
On to the cockpit!
I started with some new instruments to the dashboard face
which I had earlier sanded flush. I inserted some old Reheat
brand etched beezels, rod and strip, and some left over Eduard
knobs and levers around the cockpit tub, leaning on the Me 163
Komet design for placement.
New Reheat brand etched rudder pedals and control bar went
in, along with replacement seatbelts and buckles from a generic
Eduard set. The cockpit side wall details and resin head rest
came from the miscellaneous section of the spares box. All the
interior was painted in German interior grey and highlighted in
a lighter shade of the same with added humbrol pale stone. Some
instrument details were picked out in red and then clear varnish
for the instrument faces.
Nothing too taxing here and before too long I stitched up the
top deck and cockpit onto the fuselage decking. The cannons
were old watchstrap parts, and the retraction skid was improved
with a leftover old Dragon kit Me 163 skid. The large rudder
had brass rod pins inserted for detail.
One critical thing to watch out for is the large triangular shape
wedge fuselage. It is pretty unsupported and it is a look through
body - nose to tail. I highly recommend attaching three pieces
of sprue (cut to size) to support the frame. One in the nose and
one in each wing.
The nose cavity can be dealt with by inserting a suitable tube
shape jet engine cone substitute but this time I blanked it off
with an old white metal Me 262 engine cover from an aftermarket company whose name is lost in the mists of time to me.
The rear end exhaust manifold was covered in fine mesh from
behind and an actuator rod was made to add some rear end details.
This prevented the whole thing showing sunlight through it! It
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also hid a multitude of sins from the internal construction.
Before you know it, it’s time to consider colours and markings
so I prepared the airframe with a good soapy wash with warm
water to remove sanding scum and greasy dabs. I only needed a
small beading of Tamiya extra fine cement and some fine putty
to complete some small gaps and fair in the top deck deck to the
main body.

Painting and Decorating…
As the aircraft depicted never actually flew, you have unlimited
scope and full artistic licence for a Luftwaffe 1946 ‘what if ’
concept project. The whole airframe was coated in two coats of
neutral grey as primer and then a very fine cut and polish then a
workout with a tack cloth for a good shine.
A coat of matt aluminium went over most of the airframe,
leaving out parts like the rudder and elevators which probably
would have been made of plywood. I sprayed some dark grey
into the recessed areas for some preshading the effect was quite
simply to darken the airflow area. The aluminium coat showed
up a few more bumps and scratches so once again a further cut
and polish with fine compound and the tack cloth….
Now for something interesting. I used the wet salt chipping
effect for the leading edges just dabbing on wet salt crystals with
a fine brush where I wanted to show paint chips and let them dry.
The beauty of this process is that if you are not happy with the
look, just wipe them off and start again. Tip - vary the size of the
grains between rock salt and table salt. I applied two overcoats of
RLM 78 to the bottom of the plane, once again just adding some
white for lighter areas for shading effect. Rub off the salt when
the paint is dry and there it is - instant paint chipping.

I used some ripped up Tamiya tape for the topcoat demarcation
line and then repeated the salt treatment and went for two fine
coats of RLM 80 on top. The lighter top deck colour nose effect
was accomplished by adding some RLM 02 into the mix - nearly
done! Weathering around the guns and some hatches was done
with Tamiya weathering pads and pastels, and a fine silver pencil.
Two coats of Tamiya clear were the base for gloss decal preparation

and then a buffing with some extra fine sanding pads to get to
a mirror gloss. The decals were an old Aeromaster 1/72 generic
Luftwaffe numeral sheet and the various crosses and swastikas
came from an old 1/48 Me 163 and He 162 Cutting Edge sheet.
I did not complete any washes just relying on the preshading
effect to keep it fairly tidy. Two coats of Tamiya clear and flat
base mix completed the matting effect and sealed the decals in.
Final touches were some Tamiya wax polish and the canopy,
which incidently is not a particularly good fit so test fit as you
go and sand the edges flat to ensure a smooth bond as there will
be gaps.
Lastly a good ole MK 1 eyeball gunsight on the top deck finished
the job.
Conclusion…
I thoroughly enjoyed making this model again and it was a
welcome distraction to get re-inspired over winter. The kit is still
readily available and good value; its simplicity makes it a project
for all levels of modelling skills, especially if you have an interest
in Luftwaffe what if projects. Highly recommended.
Happy modelling!
Ian Tingey
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Membership 2019 - 2020
Please ensure details are legible
New Member
Returning Member

Membership No.

Name

Phone

Address

Mobile

Suburb/Town

Postcode

Email
What activities would you like to see at club nights ?
Life Member
Subscriptions
Adult
Junior
Student
Pensioner
Out of Town
Associate

* Family 2 or more
from the same family
$35
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20

$30
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15

* Name(s) of other family member(s)

Send cheque with payment to
The Treasurer
Scale Models Wellington IPMS
50 Lakewood Avenue
Churton Park
Wellington 6037
sholgate@orcon.net.nz
If paying by direct credit
Bank Account
ANZ
Reference

06-0565-0063471-02
Your Name
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Address
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Postcode

Email
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Subscriptions
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Junior
Student
Pensioner
Out of Town
Associate

* Family 2 or more
from the same family
$35
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20

* Name(s) of other family member(s)

$30
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15

Send cheque with payment to
The Treasurer
Scale Models Wellington IPMS
50 Lakewood Avenue
Churton Park
Wellington 6037
sholgate@orcon.net.nz
If paying by direct credit
Bank Account
ANZ
Reference

06-0565-0063471-02
Your Name
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